Sonographic findings in patients with adenomyosis: can sonography assist in predicting extent of disease?
We assessed whether specific sonographic characteristics are indicative of the extent of adenomyosis and whether fibroids alter this assessment. Patients' records were evaluated for the diagnosis of adenomyosis determined by hysterectomy and for sonography performed within 2 months of surgery. Seventy-three sonograms were evaluated by sonologists without knowledge of the extent of adenomyosis. Sonographic categories included visualization of the endometrium, presence of a diffuse uterine process, presence of fibroids, and normal findings. Pathologic results included mild, focal, and severe adenomyosis. Histologic and sonographic categories were correlated using the chi-square and Fisher's exact tests. Forty-six specimens contained mild adenomyosis, 18 contained severe disease, and nine contained focal disease. Forty-one specimens contained fibroids. The endometrium was visualized in 10 cases of severe adenomyosis, seven cases of adenomyoma, and 35 cases of mild disease. Visualization of the endometrium did not relate to the severity of disease (p = 0.6). Of 18 cases of severe disease, 13 sonograms showed a diffuse process. Of nine cases of adenomyomas, no sonograms showed a diffuse process; and of 46 cases of mild disease, nine sonograms showed a diffuse process. A diffuse process was related to the severity of adenomyosis (p < 0.001). When fibroids were present, a diffuse process did not relate to the extent of adenomyosis (p = 0.01). In the absence of focal fibroids, a diffuse uterine process seen on sonography relates to the severity of adenomyosis. Fibroids limit the ability to diagnose the severity of adenomyosis. The visualization of the endometrium does not relate to the severity of adenomyosis.